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East Hill Plaza and its surroundings sit at the important 

southern gateway to Cornell and have become an integral 

part of  the campus while continuing to function as a 

neighborhood commercial node. The area, however, has 

developed in a piecemeal, auto-oriented fashion and 

lacks an identity and attractive image. Given that much 

of  the area is owned by Cornell and is close to Core 

Campus, it has the potential to become a unique place 

and community that functionally supports the core and 

enhances surrounding neighborhoods.

An integrated network of  streets and driveways should 

guide the gradual transformation of  the area into 

East Hill Village. As it grows as an administrative and 

academic support hub, housing geared to graduate 

and professional students, staff  and faculty should be 

introduced. Residential development might include houses 

and townhouses at the east end of  the village, adjacent to 
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the future Cornell Park. Apartments are also appropriate, 

particularly in the heart of  the village, above stores and 

restaurants serving local employees and residents. The 

existing retail plaza should eventually be replaced by 

mixed-use buildings, with existing and enhanced retail and 

amenities remaining vital components. A neighborhood 

square or park will provide an important amenity and civic 

focus for the community that develops and the surrounding 

community already in place.

Illustration of  the vision for East Hill Village looking north

Key strategies and initiatives

1.  Prepare a Community Design and Development 

Strategy for East Hill Village.

2.  Pursue development partnerships in East Hill Village 

for housing and mixed-use projects.

3.  Encourage and support the provision of  a range of  

retail and service amenities in East Hill Village.

4.  Work with the Town of  Ithaca to ensure the town’s 

new Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance 

support the vision for East Hill Village.
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